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Women
I N  C L E A N I N G

25 words of advice by
Female Role Models

Learn more about women in the cleaning industry, who they
are, and how they are making a difference.

Thank you for downloading this e-book.
 

In a male dominated industry, we believe that the women who make a daily
difference in our world of hygiene and health deserve a platform. A platform

that doesn't set them apart, but embraces their authentic way of building
careers.

 
In this e-book, a list of fabulous women, in random order, are sharing their

experiences and views on how women can make a difference in our industry.
We hope that these experts and role models will inspire you to take action in

the world of cleaning. Together we believe that we can make a change.
 

Would you also like to share your story?
 Please send an email to education@consensusgroup.org 
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Hello,

My name is Martine Mallee, gamechanger in hygiene, health, hospitality and happiness.

 I believe that maintaining our society in a sustainable way contributes to a higher quality
of life and that health is fundamental to prosperity. Therefore I am on a journey to
educating the world about cleaning. An industry that is mainly only spoken about when
people experience something that is not clean. I have an inner drive to help others feel
happy and leave them with an experience. Connection, interaction, and impact
strengthen people's relationship with their customers to help a positive transformation
in your business. 

Fun and positivity are very important to me. I invest a lot of time in my self-development,
so that I can do what I like. I believe that anything is possible and that you can achieve it
through focus, creating productivity and setting goals. Today I am helping others to
increase their success rate during trade shows, events and online. I help businesses grow
and educate the world on cleaning to make the world a better place to live in.  

Are you ready to make a change and join us in this new wave of cleaning? Invest in
diversity, talent management by attracting people to the cleaning industry on all sort of
levels. We bring together like-minded individuals to co-create their journey. 

Together we can: - reduce the amount of plastic to protect ocean wildlife - create a safer
work environment for cleaners - save cost on transport, raw material and labor - make
companies more sustainable - offer employees a healthier and happier workplace -
improve the quality of life and aim for prosperity.

This e-book was designed and put together by Women in Cleaning. We hope to inspire,
spread awareness and create a healthier and happier workplace for all of us.

Greetings, 

Martine Mallee
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2. Alexandra Goman

Travelling would be the first thing that comes to
my mind when you ask me why I am where I am
today. And then, dedication and continuous
learning. My first Erasmus, an exchange program
abroad, has changed my life to the point of no
return. Meeting all those international people
from across the world made me fascinated about
the world.

Network as much as you can – you
never know what opportunities you
are missing if you do not open your
mouth! 

I cannot stress enough how important it is to study, to learn and to develop your knowledge and skills.
Learn by doing but also learn by reading as much as you can, learn by talking to other people and learn
by going to museums, attending conferences and events. Network as much as you can – you never
know what opportunities you are missing if you do not open your mouth! Travel as much as you can
but avoid fast tourism. Five days in five different countries is not the same as spending a full week or
even 3 days in a new place. Get multidisciplinary or specialize in one field. And more importantly, listen
to yourself – something good for another person might not be good for you.    

What advice can you give to other women? 

More training and more education. Acquiring necessary skills and competences are required in any
career, yet it is often overlooked in the cleaning industry. Which is strange considering how exposed
operatives are to the hazards and risks in their day-to-day work. Having this in mind, it’s alarming to
think that there are still people who continue to neglect a proper education. Having skilled
professionals who know dos and don’ts means a clean, safe, and healthy environment for everyone
involved in the facility. Something which is extremely needed to advance the industry. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

Now I have lived in more than 7 countries, travelled to more than 30 countries, learnt 5 foreign
languages. All of this has taught me to widen my horizon, look beyond and look at things from a
different perspective – all in all bringing me to where I am now, 2 600 km away from my home city. 

Education and Certifications
Development Manager ISSA
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3. Jill Frey

Thirty years ago my parents, who started the
company, took a vacation to the Caribbean. They
called me part way through their trip and said
“Jill, we love it here. We’re not coming back. The
company is yours if you want it.” So they threw
me in with the sharks and I am so grateful that
they did. 

Take care of your employees and they
will take take care of you. Surround
yourself with the best people you can
find. Women support women .

Respect yourself in the industry and always fight for your reputation and be ethical.   Take care of your
employees and they will take take care of you. Surround yourself with the best people you can find.
Women support women. I like to have mantras to boost my confidence and those around me, some of
my favorite one words are: Fearless, Rockstar, Strong, Thoughtful, Persistent, Intentional, Focused .

What advice can you give to other women? 

The world is changing, we see that everywhere we go, technology is going to really shake up the
industry in a good way. Something I am seeing already is the need for standards with the technology.
Everyone is making their own product, but they all need to speak the same language to get the most
benefits out of your building. This is going to bring great things to our industry, better awareness of
your building, cleaning on demand, smart building audits, task completion and more. It is so exciting for
me as someone so passionate about our industry to see it evolve into its greatness. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

It has taken a lot of support and work to get where I am today and I couldn’t have accomplished any
of it without my amazing team. We had a small number of contracts when I started, in our very small
Midwest town, and I am so proud we have grown nationally and had the opportunity to grow with
such success. It hasn’t always been easy, but with my team I know we can continue to take anything
that comes our way.  

CEO at Cummins Facility Services, LLC
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4. Xu Simon

I have always had a passion for science, and so I
studied hard and had planned to become a
professor. But two things happened to change
my plans. First, I took a professional risk after
earning my PhD. I switched to a job outside of
academia so I could accompany my husband to a
new city, where he was starting his career. 

Instead of giving advice, I hope to give
women permission to follow their own
passions, to do it their own way, and
to make mistakes along the way.

I shy away from giving advice because I think women are already surrounded by people who are trying
to tell them what to do. This can take the form of “mentoring” and is certainly a well-meaning attempt
at trying to solve the gender discrimination problem. However, I believe that relying on mentorship
perpetuates a power imbalance in which women are rewarded for implementing someone else’s ideas
but not for having and following their own.  Instead of giving advice, I hope to give women permission
to follow their own passions, to do it their own way, and to make mistakes along the way. Making
mistakes is essential for deep learning, and people who own their mistakes own their power. I hope
more women feel free to try something out, to make mistakes, to learn from them, and to use them to
make their work better going forward.

What advice can you give to other women? 

What the cleaning industry most needs now are visibility and respect. Cleaning is still considered
“women’s work.” And women’s work is often undervalued, underfunded, and overlooked. However,
cleaning is very fundamental to every industry. It promotes health, safety, and maintenance. It requires
technical expertise in chemistry, materials science, environmental science, design, psychology, and
any number of other specialized fields. Cleaning is far from trivial! I’d like to see a transition within the
cleaning industry that mirrors the transition that cooking underwent in the 1990’s. At that point, chefs
started to elevate in the public consciousness from invisible background technicians to well-
respected artists showcasing their unique talents. It’s time now for the cleaning industry to showcase
its strength as a foundation of every other industry and to insist on high-quality cleaning products that
won’t harm the environment or the humans that work with and around these products. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

The second change was a direct result of my starting this new job. My new career path paid off in a big
way by illustrating clearly for me the ways science and business both support and need each other.
Since then, I’ve worked tirelessly on helping get the best science out to the public, where it can do the
most good for the people who benefit from scientific discovery. 

Chief Technology Officer Enozo
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5. Tiziana Maiello

It wasn't easy to get to where I am now. At
almost 49, I can say that I am fulfilled and
satisfied with my position. I think what brought
me here was my tenacity. The desire to never
give up. I had a constant will to always improve
myself and always question myself. I have never
relaxed or stayed in my comfort zone.  I have
always raised the bar higher for myself and it
paid off.

Try not to be a man. The
best quality we have is
our femininity.

The advice I can give to other women is: Try not to be a man. The best quality we have, and the winning
weapon is our femininity. Empathy and sensitivity are fundamental qualities in work built on the
foundations that are human relationships. 

What advice can you give to other women? 

I believe the cleaning industry definitely needs better solutions. Most of our customers approach our
world out of necessity and quick fix, but above all - to find a solution to the issues is what's really
needed. We must be there for our customers, and be ready to support their challenges and find better
solutions to their needs. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

Group Coordinator Manager Presso
DHYS International Group
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6. Marianne Kemmer

Hard work and dedication. My strong work ethics
have definitely been the reason why I am where I
am today. This ranges from working early mornings,
to working late night shifts and stepping forwards
to network with people which is not always easy..
I've connected parties and built diplomatic
relationships and earned respect by doing so.

My work attitude became valued
because it stood out. When people see
your qualities and the positive
environment you create in which they
feel heard, new doors open.

The hygiene industry needs to understand that Indoor air quality is part of hygiene and cleaning. It is
part of the loop that includes hand hygiene, and surface disinfection. For a healthy environment you
will need all three. If you have good surface disinfection and hand hygiene you can still get sick from
the air you are breathing. If you have good indoor air quality but you are missing either good hand
hygiene or surface disinfection you can also still get sick. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

Indoor Air Quality Society IAQS

I found that most men began to respect me when they saw the qualities I own. My work attitude
became valued because it stood out. When people see your qualities and the positive environment
you create in which they feel heard, new doors open. I always made it a mission to generate an
uplifting environment where employees personal strengths had an opportunity. This generates a
healthy environment which results in people getting things done.

What advice can you give to other women?
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7. Nasima el
Bachiri- Ouamar

I would say we need more female leaders. Women use not only our rational ability but also our
emphatic ability and you need both of these aspects to really be a powerful human leader. Our
cleaners need that guidance because often, people you work with can benefit from these factors and
develop themselves more and better.

What advice can you give to other women? 

Take the time to realize what your powers are and that you actually have them and to be incredibly
grateful for this. And to believe in yourself and believe in achieving your goals and your willpower and
strength. You can do more than you think, the moment you realize that you will achieve so much more.
Get out of that comfort zone because - outside is where the magic happens.

CEO B Flex Cleaning-Jobs

I am the owner of five companies. That took
sometimes working 100 hours a week with only one
ambition: to be independent. My entrepreneurship
does not have limits and I don't rule out starting up
a new company in the future. I achieved what I
wanted to achieve as a child. It took Perseverance
and believing in myself and letting nothing and no
one stop me.

Women use not only our rational
ability but also our emphatic ability
and you need both of these aspects to
really be a powerful human leader.

What does the cleaning industry need? 
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8. Marian Bonias
I would say don´t be afraid of the
cleaning industry even if is a men's
world. Always remember that a positive
attitude is crucial for success.

Responsable de Organización y Desarrollo en Grupo Maya

I joined Grupo Maya in 2013, my professional
career was started in totally different world. My
background comes from the HR side, I was working
for one of the most important companies in
renewable energy market. As you can imagine my
background was focus on managing people from
different cultures. When I joined Grupo Maya I was
totally changing my professional career. 

So I started from zero, learning about products and about the cleaning industry market. Nowadays I can
say that I´m one more in the company crazy about the cleaning industry.

The cleaning industry need inspiring leaders that care about the others, from their team, clients, providers,
etc. We need to be more in contact with other people in the industry to make the sector stronger. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

It is difficult to give tips to others but if I have to summarize it I would say don´t be afraid of the cleaning
industry even if is a men's world. Always remember that  a positive attitude is crucial for the success. Be
passionate and work hard. Never question if you are good enough for doing something. My inspiration
comes from my family that started a company from 0 in 1991. My father never gave up and inspired me to
believe. 

What advice can you give to other women?  
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9. Lorraine Davis

I have over fourty years’ experience in the
cleaning industry working originally in SME’s,
which led to Senior operational and business
development positions in major PLC.s. In 2019, I
was appointed Chairman of the British Institute of
Cleaning Science (BICSc), which I will hold until
September 2023. 

My advice to anyone joining the
industry is to work hard and become
an expert in your chosen field of
interest. It is easier to work hard if it
is a topic, you are passionate about.

My advice to anyone joining the industry is to work hard and become an expert in your chosen field of
interest. It is easier to work hard if it is a topic, you are passionate about i.e., sustainability, or
healthcare cleaning etc . Learn as much as possible about your field of interest. Then you need to
volunteer and be part of the various associated Industry affiliations and associations working and
steering groups. This extra-curricular work leads to you being well known and your profile being raised.
Your high profile is something employers know that their clients and prospective clients value and
want access to. Then, following your hard work and dedication, promotion and senior opportunities will
follow. Finally, as your career progresses, I’d advise you to treat everyone with kindness and respect.
When you notice enthusiasm in new staff, encourage and mentor them so they benefit from your
experience so others can progress their cleaning career. 

What advice can you give to other women? 

Additionally, I worked with several key NHS cleaning steering groups, and Public Health England to
support with the development of the Covid-19 pandemic guidance and (SOPs) Safe Operating
procedures for the NHS and other market sectors. 

Cleaning & Hygiene Director MITIE 
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10. Susan Bartholomew

I think the easy answer to this question is
problems – let’s face it the cleaning industry is
beset with problems – whether it is staffing,
technical, client driven or financial Problems are
what the industry thrives on. Like most people in
the UK I did not intentionally join the Cleaning
Industry to make it a life long career, it just
happened that way. 

Record and write things down,
confirm actions and set realistic
timescales for them to be met, if you
think you need longer, let them know. 

We need to raise the profile of the industry and demonstrate the diverse range of roles, too many
people see the industry as a ‘Mop and Bucket’, it is not! It is a technical skill to know how to treat a
floor or how to clean a carpet, remove a stain, maintain a work surface the list is endless almost. On top
of this we need salespeople, marketing, bid writers, analysts, administrators, accountants, engineers,
technologists, trainers and most important – skilled, dedicated cleaning operatives who are valued,
recognised and paid the right money for their skills. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

I am no ‘Shrinking Violet’, in fact I can be very determined and not accept ‘No’ for an answer to most
challenges that life brings me, which I think is something that is deep inside most women, it just
needs to be unleashed. I took most of the problems that I was confronted with in management head
on and looked at what was the cause, having analysed it I then worked out what was needed to fix it,
in most instances the answer was simple to find and often right in front of the problem, but taking
that holistic view meant that I often could see what others couldn’t. Networking was also a good tool
to have in the box, knowing that you can pick up the phone or drop a quick email to someone who
you had met, who might have a better answer or who would have better knowledge to resolve a
problem was a great help and got me out of several tight corners. 

Technical Director, Executive Consultant 
Birkin Consult, Deputy Chair Elect BICSc

Be analytical – if you are a Mother, you know that it is often not the child with the black eye that was
picked on, they could often have started the fight! It is your role as the mother to get to the bottom of
what caused it in the first place. So, ask questions, there are no stupid questions, and you aren’t
supposed to know everything. Remember though for every opening question there will probably be at
least 5 supplementary questions.  Plan you days and weeks well, be organised. All too often I have seen
people fail because they have not planned well, you cannot be in two places at once and a 10-mile trip
in rush hour traffic to get to another site is probably not going to happen in the cleaning shift. You will
have to say ‘No’ to some people, your time is just as precious as their’s.  Communicate – I know it is
hard to pick up the phone and speak to the angry client or cleaning operative, but it can very often
calm the situation down. If you communicate honestly and explain the situation, most people will give
you the opportunity to solve the problem.  Record and write things down, confirm actions and set
realistic timescales for them to be met, if you think you need longer, let them know. Remember
information is King. 

What advice can you give to other women? 
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11. Susanne Zänker

Having a scientific background (graduated as
doctor in veterinary medicines), I took over 17
years ago the International Association for
Detergents and Maintenance Products. Science is
key for me, and also the principles for the
assessment of cleaning products, their
ingredients to be safe for the human health and
the environment.

Women working in the cleaning
industry can be proud of their
responsibilities and daily contribution
to the functioning of society,

Women working in the cleaning industry can be proud of their responsibilities and daily contribution to
the functioning of society, be it in public spaces, offices, the food and drink industry, cleaning
processes, hospitals etc. or also cleaning private spaces of families. Advice one: Often in offices no-
one can see them, so I would suggest in order to raise awareness to leave a little message on the desk
of the employees that is saying that you took care about the cleanliness of the desk In hotels this is
sometimes done, but I have never seen this in an office space. My other advice would be to visit a
cleaning product manufacturing side to see all the science and consumer research that is behind a
product. And third: Read the label of products and reach out to the websites of the manufacturing
companies for more information. Know who and what you're working with.

What advice can you give to other women? 

The cleaning products industry needs a competitive environment in which the products can be put on
the market with a regulatory framework that is stimulating innovation. Safety for human health and the
environment is top priority, with requirements based on scientific criteria, and not political
considerations. And as a last comment: for the me the connection between the companies producing
the cleaning products and the people working in the cleaning industry is key to work hand in hand for
achieving cleanliness and hygiene for the society as a whole. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

In addition, the safe and sustainable use. Those products are key for cleaning and hygiene in and outside
the home to preserve health and well-being of a society as a whole. Imagine public places, hospitals, the
food processing industry etc. without the cleaning products, and equally at home the importance of
detergents.

Managing Director AISE
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12. Helge Alt

My dream was to become a teacher, so I graduated
university as a handicraft, home economic,
chemistry and technical drawing teacher. In 1993 I
started to work at a vocational school where I also
had to teach cleaning. At that time, cleaning in
Estonia was totally different than now. I didn’t like
the idea of teaching cleaning at all. 

To be effective in cleaning we need
to have knowledge, collect data and
have the desire to change habits to
make the world a better place. 

Conscious actions. Cleaners frequently “paint with dirt”, it means that they don’t remove dirt, instead
they do the opposite – spread it evenly on the surface. It’s worthless work. Cleanliness is the goal in
cleaning. The level of cleanliness and quality level might be different in different places. During the
cleaning process, we need to remove dirt that must not be on the surface, using minimum resources. It
is essential that the cleaning is results and need based. To be effective in cleaning we need to have
knowledge, collect data and have the desire to change habits. To make the world a better place.
Usually, the cleaning process is the same every day, but dirt might be different – very simple thing
becomes decisive. For example, it is highly important to moisten the microfiber cloth or mop properly
and use them correctly. It seems simple, but if we look how many surfaces have surface soling, we find
out that it’s a very common problem. It is also a very expensive problem and wastes a lot of resources.
Studies has clearly indicated that if the surface has surface soiling, layer from wiping, then the cleaning
activities have had few effects. In the present world we have a lot of crises, and we need to save our
resources. Cleaning is a lot of the times the first sector, where clients want to cut costs, but at the
same time, cleaning sector costs are growing. It’s a controversial situation. Really need-based and
result-based cleaning is the solution. Let’s consciously create a cleaner world together! 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

In Finland, professional cleaning has always been at a very high level. For example, already in 1993
pre-moistened mops system was used in Finland and using buckets of water was the “old-system”.
In that training I understood that knowledge in cleaning helps so much – cleaning might be a lot
easier and also interesting. So, I started to read cleaning books in Finnish, attended different trainings
as much as possible, visited seminars and exhibitions. In 1998 I decided to establish my own
company Puhastusekspert (Cleaning expert) to provide cleaning trainings and consultations. Me and
my team have visited many countries and thanks to Erasmus+ project possibilities we have done a
lot of study visits to various countries. My idea has been to collect the best cleaning knowledge from
different countries and integrate all this knowledge in Estonia and also in our training, pass on what
we do in other countries. All of that has been very interesting and I feel happy. I’m very thankful,
because I received the 2022 best adult educator award in Estonia. This is an unbelievable
recognition. 

President Puhastusekspert OÜ
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To be brave and find your “own thing”, what will make you happy and add value to you and also other
people. At same time it is important to find time and energy to yourself and family. Life should be in
balance. I have four children, but now they are grown up. Youngest is 17 years old and an exchange
student in Spain now. This is a new period in my life, when I can think more about myself. 

Time for yourself is very important, if life is very busy as mine has been. 5 years ago, I decided that I
have to change something in my life. I realized one moment that I’m overweight, tired, I don´t like what I
see in the mirror and have some health problems. In this condition it is quite difficult to be an effective
trainer, because to be a good trainer also means a lot of inspiring, especially in the cleaning sector. So, I
decided to get a personal coach and start training for triathlon. At the time my maximum running
distance had been 10 km, I had never ridden a road bike, never worn cycling shoes and never done
freestyle swimming. Today, 5 years later, I have completed a full Ironman – 3,8 km swimming
(freestyle), 180 km bicycle ride, 42,2 km run. I feel a lot better and also younger.

This experience has taught me a lot – all these training hours have been quality time for me. If you
make conscious actions, in my case guided by a personal coach, then it is possible to get unbelievable
results. Conscious actions give greater value to time. My average training hours per week have been
5,5 hours. Only conscious actions have made the unbelievable real. The same is true in cleaning –
conscious actions, professional cleaning + IT technology data may give much higher value to time
spent cleaning. Time is an irreversible resource and it must be used wisely. If you're reading this I hope
to inspire you to take time for yourself and to spend it on activities that give value to you. That way
you become more powerful in every part in your life. 

What advice can you give to other women?  
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Get to know your worth! If you know you can bring value, ensure that others value you as
they should. And to be sure you get every agreement in writing.

What advice can you give to other women? 

This is going to sound thoroughly irresponsible but my honest answer is: "A general strike by the
world's cleaners". Why? However much we do to keep everyone safe with our hard work, commitment
& expertise - often in the toughest of conditions, the only way outsiders will really know the value of
the cleaning industry is if all the cleaners went on strike for a few weeks. Everything would end up
grinding to a halt as the world as we know it, can't function properly without our industry's services. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 
Publishing Editor Cleanzine

14. Jan Hobbs
How I got where I am today? Excellent training in journalism
by the best in the profession backed up by 'on the job'
training with seasoned professionals while working on a
magazine at IPC. At the time I could have gone anywhere. I
fell into' the cleaning industry when I came off maternity
leave after the recession in the late 80s and I soon fell in
love with it. Sometimes cleaning and hygiene aren't the
most exciting of subjects to write about - but it's one of
the most important and I feel I can make a difference! 

13. Linda Silverman
 I entered my family’s Jansan distribution and chemical
manufacturing business after graduating from UCLA and
working for a few years in other Industries. I thoroughly
enjoyed the cleaning industry because of the of people I
interacted with, the unlimited possibilities to succeed and
the importance of what we do.

My tips would be the following: Find a mentor(s) who you can help guide you and you can learn from.
Engage in your career by being “all in”. Be interested and passionate. Develop your skills through continual
learning. Understand your company’s culture. Advocate for yourself, be dedicated and work diligently.  

What advice can you give to other women? 

The industry needs to continue to offer support and
opportunities for women who want to succeed. We need
to be welcoming and provide programs, tools and
pathways for leadership at all career levels. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

President Maintex
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15. Shannon Hall

I love our industry! I’m not sure growing up I
had thought about the cleaning industry as a
destination for a career in sales, but I quickly
discovered that this industry provides people
with an opportunity to help others and there
is always an opportunity to be challenged and
learn more. There couldn’t be a more exciting
and interesting time then where we are right
now in the cleaning industry. 

From my experience, women offer
a different perspective, new ideas
and a different point of view.

From my experience, women offer a different perspective, new ideas and a different point of view.
Having diversity creates greater solutions to help solve complex issues. I owe the success that I have
experienced in my career to being passionate about learning & development, creating room for
collaboration and building a strong network. I am truly grateful and honoured to help support the
advancement of women in our industry. If I had to give a few words of advice to those starting out, I
would say stay focused, take every opportunity to learn, share your knowledge, ask great questions
and network. 

What advice can you give to other women? 

Prior to my role as Vice President – Sale & Marketing with Dustbane, I had always had roles in an
industry that was male dominated and ripe for diversification. I have been lucky to have had some
great mentors and leaders that have helped my career develop and grow. I believe that as a leader, it’s
our responsibility to bring people together from diverse backgrounds to foster growth and change. My
goal is to ensure that we give every team member the opportunity to develop, stay, succeed, and lead.
Having a peer network in place can help do just that. Understanding the value of a network, I was
seeking an opportunity to develop a network and build relationships within our industry I joined the
ISSA Hygieia Network. The Hygieia Network is designed to support the advancement of women in the
cleaning industry. I felt there was an opportunity to expand the network in Canada and the team at
ISSA have been helping build the membership here in Canada. The program offers a mentoring
platform, educational sessions, and networking.

Vice President Sales & Marketing Dustbane  
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16. Marise Pieters

Why I am where I am today? The mindset to
embrace challenges and changes. And by not
only dreaming but also daring to take the step in
my desired direction. However small or large the
step may be, movement is necessary to move
forward. I face this from my curious and positive
view.

Create a nice network of people
around you and embrace your
ambassadors. In addition, be an
ambassador for the other, support
each other. 

I would say you get further by working together. Create a nice network of people around you and
embrace your ambassadors. In addition, be an ambassador for others, support each other. Give
yourself the peace and space to reflect. Step away from the day-to-day concerns to get answers to
questions like: Are you still on track? And do the things you do make you happy?

What advice can you give to other women? 

Program Manager at Beyond Eyes

Digitization! Cleaning is a traditional profession in which digitization is not yet fully established. I believe
that the addition of technology, applications and data will take the cleaning profession to a higher level.
In which insights and transparency are created with which all challenges in the industry can be dealt
with in a smarter way. However, the technology must support the service and more importantly, assist
the cleaner. The role of the cleaning employee remains as important as ever and technology can only
reinforce this.

What does the cleaning industry need? 
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My advice for other women is embrace and use your qualities. Give the things you do your female
touch, and do what you like and what gives you a positive energy.

What advice can you give to other women? 

In my opinion the cleaning industry is very practical and cold. It could use more woman to refine
some processes to make everything more charming. I think that the "female touch" could help to
create a dynamic and healthy balance in the industry. 

Contracting Consensus Group 

18. Lisa de Groot

A few years ago I got into the cleaning industry.
An industry I never expected to have affinity with
it, especially since I come from a completely
different world - the beauty and fashion industry.
I use my background almost daily. In recent years
I have discovered that all sides of facility are
incredibly important for everyone. 

My advice for other women is use
your qualities. Give it your female
touch, and do what you like and what
gives you a positive energy. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

In my opinion the cleaning industry is practical and needs more woman to refine some processes to
make it more charming. The female touch helps to create a dynamic and healthy balance in the industry. 

17. Michelle Williams

The most important attribute of being a business -
woman, is to be confident and have a growth mindset.
When women become leaders, they uncover the finer
details that may go unmissed, which bring a new
perspective to the table. Good leaders experience
challenges because the price of leadership is criticism,
loneliness, stress etc. Males are usually in the higher
paying positions, by employing more women in
leadership roles can close the pay gap. 

When women become leaders, they
uncover the finer details that may go
unmissed, which bring a new
perspective to the table.
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The cleaning industry can be demanding and hard work. The customer expects a lot and cannot
understand why they should pay for the job. ‘Why anyone can clean, can’t they?’ Those of us in the
cleaning industry know this is not true, and the recent pandemic has finally helped society realise how
important cleaning is. As I have said for many years: ‘Cleaners are the Hygiene Managers of the World’.
Once the world realises this, cleaners will be respected for their work and hopefully paid more. 

Author, Columnist, public speaker,
cleaning advisor The Guru of Cleaning  

19. Julie Finch-Scally

What does the cleaning industry need? 

Once I started doing the work I realised I could run an Agency better than the one I was working for so
started up my own company which became franchised around Australia. Why was it successful? Very
quickly I realised younger people didn’t know how to clean. I wrote a manual of what and how to clean a
home. All my company’s cleaners were trained with it and the customers approved. Many of those
cleaners came from various parts of the world and have now returned home. They have taken that
knowledge with them and have, over the years, thanked me for what they learnt and how it has helped
them. 

Cleaning is an art and made easier with systems
and routines - the way to success within the
cleaning industry. When you cannot find other
work, the cleaning industry will welcome you with
open arms. This happened to me when I was
over 50 and couldn’t get a job. 

‘Why anyone can clean,
can’t they?’ Those of us in
the cleaning industry know
this is not true.
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20. Robyn London

Being a young female entrepreneur in a very
diverse cutthroat industry, is a journey that
almost had me throwing in the towel a couple of
times already. What got me through this, is my
values especially respect, kindness and “my
willie hoorie” perseverance.

What drives me to do what I do, is
seeing the gratitude in my staff
because it’s a constant reminder
to me of where I come from. 

I would say you get further together. Create a nice network of people around you and embrace your
ambassadors. In addition, be an ambassador for the other, support each other.  Give yourself the
peace and space to reflect. Step away from the day-to-day concerns to get answers to questions like:
Are you still on track? And do the things you do make you happy?

What advice can you give to other women? 

Managing Director Focus Facilities Solutions (PTY) Ltd.

In conclusion, this industry that has such great and amazing people, companies in it, can offer so much
and can really change the way the world see how we do what we do. My goal in life as an business
owner for a cleaning company has always been to change the narrative, to show companies the value
and importance of what we do on a daily and the great impact we have in healthcare. In South Africa,
we need all companies to see this and not exploit this to their bottom line and prey on cleaners
vulnerability but instead set the precedent where we can increase the rates of cleaners, make working
conditions better for them, empower them through training and education and give them something
they can take pride in as adults and as the working class who deserves just as much as the next
industry worker.  

What does the cleaning industry need? 

These values are what I was raised on, when I saw my mother sacrificing by not being around, working
triple shifts just to put food on the table, having no one to help me with my homework, knowing I can’t
ask my mother for a R2 for casual day because either she never came home from her quadripple shift or
she didn’t have, but instead you lie to your teacher saying that you lost your R2, just to not feel
embarrassed in front of your peers, all because she was a cleaner. But what that cleaner done was put
me through school regardless of her hardships, she also taught me that no matter how the odds can be
against you, hard work will pay off and never goes in vain. This contributed to where my passion stems
from, remaining optimistic and having an increased hunger for learning and gaining knowledge to better
myself and my team. What drives me to do what I do, is seeing the gratitude in my staff because it’s a
constant reminder to me of where I come from. I wanted to change this narrative where the
breadwinners in our industry do not get the respect, recognition and the dignity they so much deserve
and in doing so, I try my best each and every day to do more, not just for me but for my teams so they
too can give their kids that platform I was given. 
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21. Alissa Metternich

I think it's great to be asked for this article
and I feel honored that I can apparently call
myself a power woman, I never thought about
it that way. I'm just a woman who enjoys her
job and apparently does it well. Of course
there are nice things and less nice sides. 

My advice for women would be just do it! Don't doubt yourself too much but just go for it!
You can do all things you put your mind to. 

What advice can you give to other women? 

The cleaning world is sometimes an old-fashioned world and we are trying to change that. Not just with
sustainability, we also want to make cleaning easier and more fun. From the use of raw materials with a
renewable origin to our completely energy-neutral production and from our super concentrates to our
complete recycling policy: we complete the sustainable circle. Not only do we make highly
concentrated, ecological cleaning agents that we combine with smart dosing systems, but we also
introduce unique, data-driven and innovative equipment. This is the future, many companies say that
they want to be more sustainable and innovative and we often receive compliments about what we all
do, but they themselves do not dare or are not yet ready. I believe this change is what we need.

What does the cleaning industry need? 

2

I am in the company with my 2 brothers and fortunately, we have many female colleagues, but in
general it is still a men's world. A few of our customers are also (power) women but the majority are all
men. Nothing wrong with that of course, but it's so nice to meet fellow power women in this world. As a
little girl I was already a fan of Pippi Longstocking and if anyone is a power woman, it's her! "I've never
done it, so I think I can do it" (according to a quote from Pippi), is certainly my motto. That's how I am in
business too. You have a no, you could always get a yes, so just do it! In addition, I am also a mother of
2 kids and. Despite the fact that we live in a world where I can be at the top of a company, I am also
expected to have everything in order at home, which is tough. Fortunately, that is also changing in the
world, we have many male colleagues in the company who take parental leave. It's a nice development.

My advice for women would be
just do it! Don't doubt yourself too
much but just go for it! You can do
all things you put your mind to. 
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22. Yvonne Taylor

In truth necessity, having been made redundant 3
months after my husband and I bought our first
house I needed a job and cleaning was it, however
that completely changed my life and took me on
a career path where I would encounter many new
roles, experience and knowledge, my current role
and those before this have enabled me to pass
on my knowledge, experience, and expertise.

Like mine, not all careers go straight
up and sometimes a sideways move
can gain you more insight in to other
aspects of business.

It needs the government to recognise the cleaning industry as profession, we where there in the thick
of it during Covid-19, cleaning operatives around the globe put their lives on the front line to ensure
that hospital and other major infrastructure remained open during the hight of the pandemic, with
highly trained and profession cleaning operatives at the forefront of saving lives, ensuring a clean and
safe environment. 

What does the cleaning industry need? 

I now sit on the Council of the British Institute of cleaning science, I am a board Director for the
Cleaning and Support Service Association, I am the current Chairman of the British Services
Association, and I am a Chartered Practitioner of the Worshipful Company of Environmental
Cleaners.My role takes me to many countries experiencing cleaning in different sectors, it enables me
to be a guest speaker at many conferences covering a wide range of topics from training, Healthcare
cleaning and the Environment. My true passion for this industry is the training and the people who
work within this amazing industry and ensuring each one of them has the tools and knowledge to
ensure they go home safe at the end of there day. In my current role I created our Award-winning
training programme IMPACT which took the Innovation in product and or process at the IWFM awards
2019 this has now not only been implemented in the UK, Ireland, and Middle East, but in Malaysia and
is currently being rolled out in Thailand and India. My work with all the council’s and Associations is to
highlight the cleaning industry as a true career and to lobby the government in recognising the
cleaning industry as a profession. 

Global Head of Cleaning OCS Group

I started my career in a very different time where equality was not top of the agenda, this have
changed however there are still pockets of the old school way, however remember know your worth,
take any opportunity to learn and gain more knowledge or experience, like mine not all careers go
straight up and sometimes a sideways move can gain you more insight in to other aspects of business
which you can pull on later in your career, don’t take knocks personally sometimes they happen for a
reason, networking is key it provides the opportunity to be social with like minded people, it’s a great
way to share experiences and idea’s, you meet a range of people some starting on their career journey
or those who have made it to the top, it will also grow your confidence and provides you the tools to
talk with people at all levels.

What advice can you give to other women?
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23. Judith Holtkamp

Take chances. A year ago I would never have
thought of working in the cleaning industry. Still, I
took the opportunity when it came my way. Just
a coincidence or not? My first meeting with
Gerrit, owner of Innovi, was during a sales meeting
for a new coffee machine. I sold him a coffee
machine and left with an offer for the position of
commercial director at Innovi. 

Believe in yourself. This sounds like a
dusty cliché, but it is important to
have faith in yourself and in your own
abilities.

Believe in yourself. This sounds like a dusty cliché, but it is important to have faith in yourself and in
your own abilities. Know what your desires and wishes are. Here you have to ask yourself what your
ultimate goal is in your life. Pursue this, with a healthy dose of self-confidence and assertiveness, but
remain open to ideas and feedback from others. 2. Keep it up Work hard. Success does not come out
of the blue. It's a matter of trial and error. Trust and keep going! Especially when you can't see it
anymore. And don't forget: making mistakes is allowed! You learn from mistakes and you become even
better at what you do. 3. Develop your talents Continue to improve yourself and keep learning. The
more you know, the more you can. Undergo new experiences and be open to new things. Be eager to
learn and keep developing yourself both personally and professionally. 4. Help others and others help
you. I am convinced of the power of collaboration. Together you achieve more than alone. The better
you succeed in making your environment successful, the more successful you yourself will become.
What you give is what you get.

What advice can you give to other women? 

The total number of enterprising women in the Netherlands is growing, also within the cleaning
sector. I think this is a good development for a nice balance of men and women. Research has shown
that female leaders create higher employee engagement than male leaders. Binding, captivating and
retaining through personal attention is essential!

What does the cleaning industry need? 

Haha, I couldn't have imagined this before. Gerrit's question haunted me. It inspired me to do
something in the cleaning industry. We are an importer and specialist in sustainable cleaning solutions
that not only contribute to a better world, but also allow you to clean faster, better and ergonomically
sound. In our current society, where the importance of sustainability is indispensable, environmentally
friendly working is a 'must'. This was an important reason for me to seize the opportunity and start
working at Innovi.

Commercial Director Innovi BV
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24. Nina Poort

What advice can you give to other women? 

In 2016 I started at Effektief as District Manager
for the North region. In 2013 I set up an online
employment agency, 365Werk, for the owners of
Effektief Groep, and we built a software branch.
We sold this software branch in 2016 and then
our Managing Director Erwin de Jong approached
me for my current position. 

From the start, my philosophy has been that the district managers should be with their customers and
employees. Their focus should be on the operation, I handled all contractual matters. In the end,
everything revolves around the employee, they must be able to do their job well. April 1, 2018 I was
promoted to Operational Director.The cleaning industry is a wonderful industry that is fortunately
getting more and more recognition. As the person ultimately responsible for the operation, you have to
deal with many different situations, people and clients. You must be able to switch quickly and dare to
make decisions. The human aspect is certainly also important, for me the maxim is, treat other people
as you would like to be treated. This is also what I pass on to my teams. And keep your appointments.

As a female leader you have to deal with prejudices, also in cleaning. I believe that quality always wins in
the end. I myself have never let this stop me. What the industry needs is even more appreciation and
also a lot of understanding. I see the solution in mutual cooperation. In the end, we all have the same
goal and I believe in a good partnership with clients. Always keep in touch and then a lot is possible.

Operational Director Effektief Groep

As a female leader you have to deal
with prejudices, also in cleaning. I
believe that quality always wins in
the end.
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25. Esmée Ficheroux
& Suzan Stadhouders

Members of the Board of
Directors at CSU

We'd say always be yourself in and outside of work. Have sincere interest and care for people around
you. Keep things in perspective and always have fun at what you're doing. 

What advice can you give to other women? 

What does the cleaning industry need? 
The cleaning staff should be at the center of everything you do. Involve them in the search for
innovation and improvement of the cleaning profession. At the end of the day, they are the ones who
optimize the work-learning and living pleasure for all our customers. Let's make sure that our
customers also see them and express the appreciation for their work.

We both don't believe in magnifying
differences. The Executive Board of CSU
consists of one man and two women. So
gender is not an issue here at all. In the
Supervisory Board we have three men and
two women. There is also a good balance in
our management team. In my own commercial
team also two female directors. 

As an organization you have to determine what you need in terms of talent, competences and
knowledge. That does not mean "everything of the same". If you know what you need, you can look for
the right leader, regardless of gender, origin or age. The trick is to give space to all differences and to
focus on people's strengths. Working with each other and not against each other. That defines the
culture of your organization. And the clearer the culture, the better you know whether someone fits and
will be happy in his or her position.

If you know what you need, you can
look for the right leader, regardless
of gender, origin or age.
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Did we inspire you?
Get in touch with us!

Women
I N  C L E A N I N G

www.womenincleaning.com


